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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Gold River has both a rich cultural heritage and a long history of
spectacular local outdoor recreation opportunities. While many of these
recreational opportunities lay outside of the municipal boundaries, there is
a substantial parks and trails network nestled within the boundaries. This
network is an important land asset and a valuable resource to the
community.

In June of 2019, the Village of Gold River contracted Vancouver Island
University (VIU) to develop a comprehensive Parks and Trails Master Plan.
This Plan ensures that the parks and trails will remain an asset for all people
of the community as the Village grows and develops.
The Parks and Trails Master Plan provides direction for managing,
developing, and enhancing the Village’s parks and trails over a 10 year
horizon to sustain their presence as a symbol of the community.
The Plan is the result of a research and engagement process that began in
the summer of 2019. Activities accomplished over the year include the
completion of a parks inventory, background and context review,
meetings with key staff, and the completion of a multi-pronged community
engagement process. Each of these activities and documents contributed
to the Plan and were vital in the development of the Action Plan, which
sets priorities and objectives for Gold River’s parks and trails over the next
10 years.
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IMPORTANCE OF A PARKS AND
TRAILS MASTER PLAN
Park land represents a substantial land asset to the municipality. Gold River’s park
system contains six parks totaling 17.6 hectares of land, approximately one percent
of Gold River’s municipal land base. These park spaces are a mix of natural and
developed spaces and are intended to be enjoyed by the community over the
long-term.

To maintain and enhance parks and trails space requires an ongoing investment of
significant resources. The Gold River Parks and Trails Master Plan guides the
implementation of community supported priorities and policies to efficiently guide
the expenditure of resources while maintaining, enhancing, and developing park
spaces. The Plan also provides recommendations to guide Gold River’s parks and
trails infrastructure development and maintenance over a 10 year horizon.
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GOALS
Gold River’s parks and trails promote an active lifestyle for residents and also
encourage people of all abilities to connect with their environment. The Village of
Gold River’s Parks and Trails Master Plan uses an adapted version of the Canadian
Parks and Recreation Association’s (CPRA) Framework for Recreation in Canada
2015: Pathways to Well-being and its goals. These goals link Gold River’s recreation
infrastructure to a proven framework for protecting and enhancing parks and trails
systems.
These goals are:

Active Living – foster active living through the use of parks
and trails

Inclusion and Access – increase inclusion and access to
parks and trails for populations that face constraints to

participation

Connecting People and Nature – help people
connect to nature through their parks and trails, as well as
work to promote environmental sustainability and protection
of biodiversity

Supportive Environments – ensure the provision of
supportive physical environments that encourage participation

in recreation and build strong caring communities

Recreation Capacity – ensure the continued growth and
sustainability of the recreation field
The Action Plan included in this Parks and Trails Master Plan provides 80
recommendations accompanied by a priority ranking, horizon, and high-level
costing to achieve these five goals.
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SCOPE
The scope of work included in the Gold River Parks and Trails Master Plan process
encompassed the following:

Background Policy Review

Community Engagement Process
Evaluation of Trends

Inventory of Existing Infrastructure

The information collected was combined with previous studies, best practices, and
the direction of the Gold River community to develop the 80 recommendations
contained in the Action Plan.
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PLANNING PROCESS
The development of the Gold River Parks and Trails Master Plan was completed in six stages:

1

Background Review:

2

Parks and Trails Inventory:

3

Community Engagement:

4

Development of Action Plan:

5

A review of Gold River’s history, community profile, demographics,
environmental context, and related internal governing documents was
conducted as part of the background review for this Plan. In addition,
external trends and best practices were researched.

During the summer of 2019, the project team travelled to each park in
Gold River to conduct a full parks inventory assessment.

Recognizing the importance of community involvement, a public
engagement process was designed to promote dialogue with and obtain
feedback from the residents of Gold River. The community engagement
process included a community barbeque, individual park comment boxes,
and an open house.

Recommended actions were developed based on an analysis of all
collected information. Each recommendation included in the Action Plan
has estimated costs and timeframes for completion.

Presentation of Draft Plan to Council
Held the evening of November 18, 2019, our team presented the draft Parks
and Trails Master Plan to Council.
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Final Adoption
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BACKGROUND REVIEW

BACKGROUND REVIEW
The background review provides a foundation for the Parks and Trails Plan. This
section celebrates all the factors that make Gold River unique.

Community History
The Village of Gold River is situated within the unceded traditional territories of
the Mowachaht and Muchalaht peoples of the Nuu-chah-nulth First Nations. The
Nuu-chah-nulth peoples have inhabited this area since time immemorial. Many
villages used to be found in the area: for example, archaeological evidence
points to locales such as the main village site of Yuquot at Friendly Cove, which
is at least 4,200 years old1. The Nuu-chah-nulth peoples used the lands for
hunting and fishing, and were the only Indigenous peoples in Canada to
specialize in whaling. They were also the first Indigenous people in British
Columbia to encounter Europeans. These encounters occurred when Spanish
explorers approached Nootka Sound in 1774 and, more famously, when

Captain James Cook anchored at Yuquot in March of 17781.
The Village of Gold River itself was a planned community purposely built for
supporting the local forestry industry in the 1960s. At its peak, Gold River had
over 2,000 residents. During this time, the Village was a bustling and prosperous
community with many people
being employed in forestry and
support industries. However,
with the closing of the pulp mill

and shifting economics, the
Village no longer supports the
same economic activities. The
population has also since
declined, but has stabilized
over the last few years.
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Community Profile
Prompted by changing economics, Gold River was forced to diversify its
economic base. Today, real estate is affordable and the Village boasts an
abundance of amenities. These include: a police station, ambulance, fire
station, walk-in health care clinic, a variety of restaurants and cafés, pub, liquor
store, high school and elementary school, an ice rink, aquatic center, baseball
fields, and various small businesses. In the CBC story, Gold River still reinventing its
economy 20 years after mill closed, from March 2019, community members

described what they enjoy about Gold River. These results included: access to
clean air, water, fantastic views, recreational opportunities, isolation, and the
authentic small town, West Coast Charm2.
The unemployment rate of Gold River of 8.9 % in 20163, is higher
than the provincial average. Residents have also worked fewer
weeks on average throughout the year than the provincial
average. While Gold River has a more diversified employment
base, it is still highly reliant on its natural resources for

employment. Traditional industries, such as forestry and
fisheries, employed a large percentage of Gold River residents
(approximately 22.5%). Recreation on the other hand, along
with arts, culture, and entertainment, employed
approximately 4.5% of the population (25 people).
Accommodation and food services employed 35 people
(6.3%), and transportation and warehousing employed 25
people (4.5%). Previous consultation revealed that
developing more employment opportunities was one of the
top concerns for Gold River residents going forward1.
Surrounded by lakes, mountains, rivers, and the ocean, Gold
River residents are provided with the opportunity to get
outdoors and recreate any time of year. This makes outdoor recreation a
large part of the lifestyle associated with living in the Village. The wellmanaged parks and trails system supports the Village’s reputation as a
gateway to the outdoors.
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Environmental Context
BC’s Biogeoclimatic Ecosystem Classification (BEC) program classifies the area
as Coastal Western Hemlock (CWH) zone as determined by its specific climactic
traits. Due to the mild and wet climate, the CWH zone is the most productive
forest zone in BC. Big trees, wetlands, and an impressive array of understory
vegetation are common in the CWH zone, providing natural habitat for the
greatest number of wildlife species of all the BEC zones across BC4. With its
proximity to the west coast of Vancouver Island, the wettest region in Canada,

Gold River receives very high levels of precipitation compared to most other
Canadian municipalities5.
Climate change is expected to exacerbate the amount of rainfall Gold River
receives in the coming decades, as well as increase the number of extreme rain
and wind events6. Gold River could also experience an increase in flood events
in coastal areas and along its rivers, along with hotter and drier summers,
increasing the likelihood of forest fires and drought, while negatively impacting
groundwater recharge.
Flowing through the Village are both the Gold and Heber Rivers, which support
a variety of Pacific salmon and other finfish. As most riparian areas do, these
rivers attract great numbers of wildlife. Deep pools, ripples, overhanging
vegetation, and ox-bows make these rivers ideal habitat for many flora and
fauna6.
Outside the borders of the Village, picturesque mountains rise up around Gold
River. The BEC zones transition with elevation into Mountain Hemlock (MH) and
finally Alpine Tundra (AT). The MH zone receives 20-70% of its precipitation as

snow, while the higher AT zone receives an annual average of 70-80% as snow.
The ability to store this freshwater in the form of snowpack is important for the
spring and summer months when water becomes scarce4.
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Demographics
To assist in projecting use rates and needed infrastructure for the parks and trails
system in the Village of Gold River, a demographic study was conducted using
the most recent census data available (2016) from Statistics Canada3.

Population Change
The Village of Gold River had a population of 1,212 in 2016, residing in
approximately 573 private dwellings. This is down from 1,267 in 2011, a change of

4.3%. This downward trend in population has been observed for many years but
appears to be slowing. Much of rural BC is experiencing rural depopulation, and
Gold River is no exception.

Age Distribution
The median age of the population in 2016 was 10 years older than the provincial
median. This indicates that Gold River is an attractive, affordable place for
seniors. Health and recreation services may also contribute towards some of this
variation from the mean; however the Village may be losing youth due to a lack
of education and employment opportunities after grade school. Previous
community consultation efforts in Gold River identified low populations of young
people as a major concern in the eyes of Gold River residents, especially since a
lack of youth and young families, and the small tax base, is leading to a lack of
funding for services and infrastructure7.
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Overall, the demographic analysis suggests that the Village should work
towards adapting their park spaces to serve an aging population with special
consideration for universal accessibility. At the same time, to help attract and
retain youth in the Village, consideration of infrastructure and design that
appeals to multiple demographic cohorts will be important to help mitigate
further depopulation of the younger demographics.

Spatial Demographics
Gold River’s population density is centered around northern Gold River, with the
highest population density located near the Dogwood and Nimpkish Park area.
The neighbourhood with the highest population density is located east of
Dogwood Park, with a population density of 24.7 people per hectare. The lowest
population density is found in the northernmost neighbourhood of Gold River, with
a population density of 16.4 people per hectare. While the lowest walking
distances to a park are found within the denser western neighbourhoods, all
neighbourhoods are within a 15 minute walking distance to a Village park space.

Dogwood Park

Nimpkish Park
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Guiding Planning Documents
This Plan is informed by and supports the strategic direction provided by the
Village of Gold River’s other plans and policies. A review of related Gold River
documents was completed to ensure the Gold River Parks and Trails Master Plan
conformed to existing Gold River documents.

Official Community Plan (2018)
The Official Community Plan (OCP) is a long-term document that guides the

direction of Gold River policy, land use, and development decisions over a 10
year horizon. This document emphasizes the importance of Gold River’s values
as a “good place to live” due to the “natural resources, significant recreational
opportunities, modern amenities, and proximity to the historic Nootka Sound
and Strathcona Park”. The document seeks to support Gold River by
encouraging settlement, community and culture, economic diversification, and
increasing public use of amenities. The development of a Parks Plan is supported
through the goals of the OCP. The recommendations contained in the Action
Plan of the Gold River Parks and Trails Master Plan are consistent with the goals
and objective of the OCP.

Tourism Strategic Plan (2018)
The Gold River Tourism Strategic Plan is a five year document that includes a two
year road map to guide decision-making relating to tourism in Gold River. The
plan focusses on creating a community brand, using technology, and building
human capital to create a place that attracts visitors. Outdoor recreation is the
primary motivator of tourists in the area. Developing an aesthetically pleasing

parks and trails network that connects to the surrounding environment strongly
correlates with the goals of this Plan. Tourism relies heavily on parks and trails
systems to connect with the surrounding natural environment.
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Annual Report (2018)
The most recent Gold River Annual Report is from 2018. It is a “year in review”
document that includes financial statements, declarations of council members,
operations reports, progress reports, and an evaluation of goals and objectives
achievement. The report includes a section on enhancing community livability,
which mentions improvements to Nimpkish Park. The improvements mentioned
align with the direction of the Action Plan in the Parks and Trails Master Plan.

External Review
An external policy review was completed to seek out best practices and to
determine if further resources were available for the implementation stages of
this Master Plan. Many of the current issues found in Gold River’s parks and trails
are consistent with the rest of BC and Canada. Recommendations made in the
Action Plan also align with the findings from this review.

Canadian Parks and Recreation Association
The Canadian Parks and Recreation Association (CPRA) is a national
organization dedicated to realizing the full potential of parks and recreation as a
major contributor to community health and vibrancy. The CPRA works in
collaboration with many other organizations,and engages with federal decisionmakers to ensure the benefits of parks and recreation are both understood and
supported8. The membership of the CPRA includes 13 provincial and territorial
parks and recreation associations, including the British Columbia Recreation and
Parks Association (BCRPA). In 2015, the CPRA released “A Framework for
Recreation in Canada” intended to provide an outline that addresses
opportunities and challenges influencing parks and recreation infrastructure
development, and leisure programing within those spaces.
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British Columbia Recreation and Parks Association
The British Columbia Recreation and Parks Association (BCRPA) is a not-for-profit
organization comprised of many members across BC9. BCRPA offers many
resources and tools dedicated to assisting parks operators with the maintenance,
development, and enhancement of their parks. These resources include liaisons
available by area (regionally); park maintenance tool-kits; up to date community
initiatives, some of which can provide funding opportunities; community and
professional training for parks and recreation operations; and web forums for idea
sharing, trouble shooting, and networking. Aligning Gold River’s Parks and Trails
Master Plan with the CPRA Framework for Recreation in Canada could assist the
Village in using the resources available to them through BCRPA when
implementing some of the recommendations in this Action Plan.

Framework for Recreation in Canada (2015)
The Framework for Recreation in Canada is a guiding document to be used as a

resource for local governments. It focuses on active living, inclusion and access,
connecting people and nature, supportive environments, and developing
recreation capacity. The Framework for Recreation in Canada focusses on total
well-being and addresses the trends, opportunities, and challenges faced by
Canadian communities9. The goals of the Framework for Recreation have been
used as a starting point for Gold River’s recommendations found in the Action
Plan.
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COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
The community engagement process gathered input on the public’s priorities
for parks and trails for the next 10 years. In total, three engagement events/
activities were hosted. Each engagement event focused on developing
dialogue with members of the community with the intent of identifying needs,
values, ideas, and aspirations. These events included:



Community BBQ and Outdoor Visioning Event



Individual Park Comment Boxes



Community Open House

Well over 100 comments were collected during the first two events/
activities from respondents, then the open house provided more in-depth
discussions and a chance to disseminate and collect feedback on the
Master Plan draft.
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Community BBQ and Outdoor Visioning Event
On August 19th 2019, from 6pm to 8pm, the VIU team hosted a community BBQ
in Nimpkish Park. A summer evening was strategically chosen in hopes that
families would be utilizing the park during the event. The project team set up a
tent, table, and visioning boards. The tent and table were set up with free hot
dogs for attendees. The visioning boards included prompting questions and
provided a place for community members to share their thoughts and opinions.

A project team member stood beside each
board to provide information about the Plan
and to chat with respondents. Each board was
specific to an individual park and asked the
following 6 questions:

1. Do you use this park?
2. Is this park accessible?
3. How do you use this park?
4. What would you change about this park?
5. What do you like about this park?
6. Do you have any general comments?
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Comment Boxes
Between July and September 2019, the project
team placed comment boxes in each of the six
main parks (Dogwood, Conuma, Cala, Nimpkish,
Peppercorn, and Marling). The intention was to
catch park-goers as they used the park spaces.
Each comment box had information regarding
the Parks and Trails Master Plan and asked two

questions:

1. What do you think of this park?
2. What would you like to see added to
the park?
The qualitative results of these comments gave
the project team valuable insight from
respondents regarding individual parks, and

enabled the team to hear from a wide range of
people who may have otherwise not been
engaged in the process.

Open House
The open house was held on the afternoon of
November 5th, 2019. During the open house
participants were encouraged to read the draft

plan and participate in brainstorming activities.
The information collected assisted the project
team in understanding and representing local
concerns and developing a plan that gets a
clear path to a desired future.
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BENEFITS OF A PARKS
AND TRAILS SYSTEMS

BENEFITS OF A PARKS AND
TRAILS SYSTEM
Overview
The benefits of parks and trails are numerous. Parks have the potential to
increase community health and vitality. A well utilized parks and trails network
can provide many benefits and offers a positive space for activities and

programs. An effective park system is one that provides new opportunities for
the community and enhances the human/nature experience. To achieve
maximum effectiveness, a parks and trails system should contain a mix of active
and passive spaces, good connectivity, and infrastructure that supports the
community.

Opportunity
There is evidence that many outcomes associated with healthy behavior can

be influenced by a well-planned parks system10. A good parks and trails system
may provide the following benefits:


environmental benefits through park design



healthy aging



healthy youth



enhanced social capital



celebration of culture



greater mobility through active transportation



economic gains through tourism



mental well-being



environmental stewardship
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Benefits

Aging

Environmental

Youth

Youth

Capital
Culture

Culture

Mobility

Tourism
Constraints

Time
Constraints

Time

Play

Reduced Inactivity

Mental Health

Social Isolation

Stewardship
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Environmental Benefits
Parks, open spaces, and natural areas play a key role in the
protection, enhancement, and management of ecosystems and
landscapes which in turn can support the protection of
biodiversity11. Protecting natural habitat and managing lands using
Environmental

principles of environmental sustainability helps communities
maintain biodiversity and supports the protection of fresh water
resources.

Healthy Aging
Older adults can receive many benefits from parks. The change
from an inactive to an active lifestyle can add years to one’s life,
while simultaneously increasing quality of life11. Being physically
active in parks helps seniors stay healthy and sustains physical
Aging

literacy, ideally resulting in fall and injury prevention12. In addition,
seniors may not have the means to participate in costly recreation

activities12. Parks and community programming can provide an
affordable place to recreate and socialize, encouraging gathering
spaces which can help reduce social isolation. Overall, park
access is a vital component of supporting healthy aging.
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Healthy Youth
Concerns about sedentary behavior in youth is a prevalent current
theme in health research. Considerable blame has been directed
toward indoor screen time activities13. Providing outdoor spaces that
attract youth is an effective way to reduce screen time and social
Youth

isolation. The combination of structured play and free play that parks
can provide help to nurture creativity, confidence, social skills, and
physical literacy for youth. Youth that visit parks to participate in

regular physical and social activities are more likely to develop
healthy habits early and carry them with them into adulthood14.

Social Capital
A community’s shared sense of identity, values, trust, and cooperation
is often referred to as the community’s “social capital”. Parks and trails
are a major contributor to perceived social capital. They can create
an opportunity for user groups and individuals to meet in happy,
Capital

comfortable settings. These settings can be designed to draw people
together and encourage identification with the community15. This
helps build community capacity to connect people of different
cultures, social classes, and identities through recreation11. The result is
an increase in social capital which helps citizens connect to each
other and their community, raising community pride, and contributing
to community resilience.
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Celebration of Culture
Parks are a place that allows for expression of culture and community.
Parks provide a space for recreation, connecting with the community,
and can bring together newcomers and long time residents. Parks are a
place that allows for expression of culture and community. The
Culture

infrastructure in parks is another way of celebrating the culture of a
place.

Mobility
A well-connected trail system can also lead to supporting positive
community outcomes. Paths, greenways, and trails help provide active
transportation options within the community. A successful system will
promote walking, cycling or other alternate modes of transportation,
Mobility

reducing reliance on vehicles as a primary source of mobility. This further
helps to reduce greenhouse gases and promotes physical activity in the

community.

Tourism Opportunity
Parks provide a beautiful aesthetic to a community and can offer
tourists a clear and compelling reason to visit. Municipalities that
have a good parks and trails system can augment their tourism
through the provision of trail excursions and sporting events for
Tourism

tourists16. Gold River is capable of offering both of these draws when

considering Peppercorn Park’s natural areas and Marling Field’s
sports fields. Further development of Nimpkish could also add to the
Village’s tourism profile.
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Constraints and Mitigations
Constraints reduce an individual’s ability to receive the full benefits of
a parks and trails system. There are 3 primary constraints: structural,
intrapersonal, and interpersonal17. Structural constraints include
proximity, time, equipment, amenities, and natural features17, 18.
Constraints

Intrapersonal constraints refer to how a person interacts with others in
the space. Examples of this include friends, family, or other

community connections15, 17. Interpersonal influence comes from the
person themselves. These influences include motivation, interest, and
comfort17. Well-designed parks are an important part of mitigating
these constraints.

Time Crunch
Time is a finite and valuable resource. Convenience needs to be a

goal of park spaces, as Canadians may not have the time to travel
far from their homes for park and open space related activities. Parks
that are near-by reduce travel time, breaking down a structural
Time

barrier to active recreation.
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Affordable Play Options
The no-direct-costs nature of parks helps level the playing field.
Parks provide a space for all to enjoy regardless of social standing
or financial status, helping reduce barriers to recreation for people
who may not have the ability to engage in high cost leisure
Play

programs. Infrastructure can also be added to park spaces. As an
example, communities have started placing free to use toys and

books in parks which has found great success in furthering barriers
reductions19.

Reduced Sedentary Behaviour
Sedentary lifestyles have increased over the past 50 years and has
been identified as the fourth leading risk for global mortality by the
World Health Organization20. Parks provide a space for recreation
and physical activities which help to combat sedentary lifestyle and
Reduced Inactivity

the associated risks. Research shows adults who regularly participate
in physical activity may realize a reduction in the risk of developing a
major chronic disease21. Parks that draw members of the community
are an important part of keeping individuals physically active.

Mitigation of Mental Illness
Parks can play an important role in mitigating the stressors of

everyday life. Research shows that access to green space has been
linked to an increase in positive emotions as well as improved mental
health15, 22.
Mental Health
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Social Isolation
Social ties to neighbourhoods are in decline due to changing work
and communication patterns23. Parks and trails provide an excellent
neutral ground for people to congregate. Functioning as landmark
spaces that are open to all, parks and trails bring people together.
Social Isolation

Residents who use parks may feel stronger community ties to their
neighbourhood.

Environmental Stewardship
Parks create opportunities to build interest and educate
communities about the natural environment and promote
stewardship11. In addition to being valuable protectors and
educators, the green spaces that parks provide have inherent
Stewardship

values to people. Humans need green spaces and connections to
nature to thrive.
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TRENDS

TRENDS
Leisure Trends in BC


Populations are becoming increasingly diverse, requiring a greater range of
amenities to support individuality and cultures24.



There has been a shift to activities that have an experiential nature and offer
learning opportunities24.



People are seeking parks that have some element of environmental education. This
may be in the form of signage, programming, or other means24.



The development of greenways, bikeways, and pathways is a key priority for
improving connectivity24.

Leisure Trends in Gold River


Residents indicated that they strongly support the parks and trails of Gold River.



Residents support tailored amenities and infrastructure that encourage the use of
park spaces.



Locals enjoy hunting, hiking, camping, fishing, softball tournaments, and off-road
use. Linking park spaces to the surrounding wild nature is supported.



Gold River has an older demographic and park spaces should be tailored to
support the population25.



Gold River’s population has experienced decline over the past 20 years, but
appears to be stabilizing.
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INVENTORY

INVENTORY
To determine the number and condition of infrastructure and amenities in Gold River’s
parks and trails, an inventory of all parks and trails was completed. This process involved
visiting each park in Gold River to capture images and collect information on each
amenity to input into a spatial database. An organized record of existing amenities and
their conditions aids in projecting the future costs of repairs, replacements of existing
amenities, or helps plan investments into future amenities.
Amenities noted in the data collection included benches, garbage cans, playground
equipment, bridges, signage, and any other park infrastructure. A complete list of amenity
types can be found in Table 1.
The following pages display information on six of Gold River’s parks. Similar amenities have
been grouped together, such as sporting or playground equipment. A miscellaneous
category for amenities such as signage, lighting or maintenance boxes is also included.

Cala Park
Conuma Park
Dogwood Park
Marling Field
Nimpkish Park
Peppercorn Park

30

Table 1. Parks Inventory
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Bench

Misc.

Garbage Can

Playground Equipment

Cala Park is one of Gold River’s “tot lots”, a park designed for
and used by residents who live nearby. Cala Park features
different playground equipment types, such as a swing set for
toddlers, a separate swing set for older children, a larger
jungle gym with a slide, an excavator ride, as well as a
dinosaur spring ride.
Fully fenced, Cala Park offers a safe greenspace for families to
bring children to spend time outside and enjoy the outdoors.
Convenient for families, Cala Park also has a bench for
relaxing on while the children play, and a garbage can to
help keep the park clean.
Data Source: Village of Gold River, ESRI 2019

CALA PARK
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Bench

Misc.

Garbage Can

Playground Equipment

Conuma Park is another one of Gold River’s “tot lots” available
for nearby residents to have access to a place for children to
play, tucked away just off from Conuma Drive. Conuma Park’s
playground includes swing sets for toddlers and children, two
seesaws, a slide, and rocket and horse themed spring rides.
Surrounded by trees and a secure fence, and located next to
greenspace, Conuma Park is a quiet spot for families to spend
time outdoors away from street noise. An open grassy space in
the centre of Conuma Park offers a spot to sit down and setup
a picnic as children play on the surrounding playground.
Data Source: Village of Gold River, ESRI 2019

CONUMA PARK
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Bench

Misc.

Bike Rack

Picnic Table

Garbage Can

Playground Equipment

Dogwood Park is Gold River’s third “tot lot”, primarily designed
for use by the surrounding neighbourhood families. Dogwood
Park offers a fully fenced playground on the corner of
Dogwood Drive. Playground equipment found here includes a
helicopter play gym, toddler and child swings, two seesaws
and an excavator ride.
For families looking to go on a bike ride, Dogwood Park has a
bike rack outside the park, making it a fun place to stop with
children looking to play on the playground or in the
greenspace. With both a picnic table and a bench, Dogwood
Park also has spots for families to rest and have a snack during
a visit.
Data Source: Village of Gold River, ESRI 2019

DOGWOOD PARK
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Bleachers

Misc.

Playing Field

Concession Building

Parking Lot

Sports Amenity

Garbage Can

Playing Field

Marling Field is Gold River’s main sporting area, and includes
fully lit baseball fields, a multi-use soccer and football field,
track and field amenities, a clubhouse, and the space to host
a number of different sporting activities. Marling Field has two,
large playing fields, Marner Field and Marling Field, the parks
namesake, which offer room for organized tournaments. With
a concession building and indoor restrooms, Marling Field is a
great location for spectators to gather and cheer on their
teams.
Marling Field’s track circles around the playing fields and
provides a level surfaced route for individuals looking to go for
a run or walk in an open area. For those looking to practice
track and field skills, Marling Field also hosts both a triple jump
and long jump pit.
Data Source: Village of Gold River, ESRI 2019

MARLING FIELD
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Bench

Gazebo

Playground Equipment

Bleachers

Misc.

Playing Field

Carving

Outhouse

Sports Amenity

Dog Bag Dispenser

Parking Lot

Water Park Equipment

Garbage Can

Picnic Table

Nimpkish Park is Gold River’s main community park. It includes
active recreational spaces, such as: tennis and basketball
courts, a water park, a playground, and a multi-use field.
Nimpkish Park also includes space for passive recreation, such
as: a large open greenspace and a walking track.
Whether an individual is looking to take a walk around the
path circling Nimpkish Field, or a family with children looking
for a larger playground or summer fun, Nimpkish Park has
plenty of opportunities for exercise, entertainment or
relaxation.
Data Source: Village of Gold River, ESRI 2019

NIMPKISH PARK
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Bench

Misc.

Garbage Can

Outhouse

Parking Lot

Peppercorn Park is another important community park.
Situated along the banks of the Gold River, Peppercorn Park
includes multiple beaches for residents and visitors to relax and
swim. Residents and visitors can also make use of Peppercorn
Park’s trail system, hiking through the scenic riverside forest. A
trail map for visitors to follow the Peppercorn Trail can be
found at Peppercorn Park’s parking lot.
To keep Peppercorn Park clean and in the best natural shape,
a garbage can is located in the parking lot. Visiting
Peppercorn Park provides residents or visitors the opportunity
to enjoy the natural beauty of Gold River.
Data Source: Village of Gold River, ESRI 2019

PEPPERCORN PARK
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ACTION PLAN

ACTION PLAN
This Action Plan is intended to be used as a framework that guides the
development, maintenance, and enhancement of Gold River’s parks and trails.
Recommendations are based on feedback from municipal staff, Council, and
community members. They are also guided by research on trends in BC and the
Village. The actions suggested below will guide future development, maintenance,
and enhancements to the Gold River parks and trails system.

A Living Document
The Action Plan is intended to be a living document that is updated as actions
are completed or priorities and/or opportunities change. This document is
subject to continual review and is responsive to conditions in the community.
The Action Plan is intended to support decisions on the Village of Gold Rivers
parks system over a ten year period.

Safety and Inclusion
All recommended projects shall employ risk management strategies to ensure
public safety and to protect the Village from liability concerns. Whenever
possible, projects shall follow universal design guidelines ensuring accessibility
and inclusion for all park users.
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Parks and Trails Goals
Five guiding goals shape the actions in the Parks and Trails Master Plan. The
goals were developed at the 2011 Canadian National Recreation Summit,
which ultimately led to the development of the Canadian Parks and Recreation
Association framework for well-being. These goals are adopted here as they tie
to national goals, planning, and potential funding opportunities.

Active Living – foster active living through the use of parks
and trails

Inclusion and Access – increase inclusion and access to
parks and trails for populations that face constraints to
participation

Connecting People and Nature – help people
connect to nature through their parks and trails, as well as
work to promote environmental sustainability and protection
of biodiversity

Supportive Environments – ensure the provision of
supportive physical environments that encourage participation
in recreation and build strong caring communities

Recreation Capacity – ensure the continued growth and
sustainability of the recreation field
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Action Plan Legend
The Action Plan provides short term, medium term, and long term
recommendations for the Village of Gold River’s parks and trails. The
recommendations are first categorized under each guiding goal. These actions
apply to all the park spaces. The following section categorizes each individual
park then provides high level estimates of both timeframes and costs.

Short term

Low

- Low priority

S

-

Mod

- Moderate priority

M

-

High

- High priority

L

-

O

- Ongoing

(within 3 years)
Medium term
(within 6 years)
Long term
(within 10 years)

Operational cost

$

-

$$

-

Minor Capital Cost
($5,000-$9,999)

$$$

-

Major Capital Cost
($10,000+)

($1-$4,999)
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Recommendations
Active Living
Free play and structured recreation are an important part of remaining
active. The needs of people change according to their age and ability.
Different types of activities are beneficial for people of all ages. Parks
should encourage active living to reduce sedentary behaviour and
promote a healthy lifestyle. In order to help keep Gold River’s
community members active, parks must consider and address the
diverse needs of its community. To this end, the following
recommendations are dedicated to promoting active living.

Actions

Priority

Horizon

Cost

1. Explore a new park classification system to assist with
guiding the enhancement of each parks’ individuality.

Low

S

$

2. Install amenities that support active transportation (e.g.
bike racks, bike paths, trial and sidewalk linkages, and
accessible pathways).

Mod

L

$$

3. Consider installing further equipment within parks that
will foster more free-play (e.g. climbing boulders, platformed jungle gym).

Mod

M

$$

4. Contact local and BC associations and explore the
possibility of hosting regional sport tournaments.

Low

S

$

5. Target the construction of new sport and activity
infrastructure including a skate park and pump track.

Mod

L

$$$

6. Add appropriate storage for user groups in parks that
support sports, free play, and community events.

Mod

M

$

7. Add free-to-use amenities such as toy rental or library
boxes at one or more of the community parks.

Low

M

$
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Inclusion and Access
Parks and trails are intended to be a safe and pleasant space for all
people to use. Inclusion and access related goals work to address
physical barriers and constraints that may be influencing park use8. By
addressing physical constraints and barriers, more people will have the
opportunity to benefit from the parks system.

Actions

Priority

Horizon

Cost

8. Increase signage and wayfinding to and within the
parks.

Low

S

$

9. Explore the feasibility of constructing ground lighting in
some of the developed parks to extend usability in evening
hours.

Low

L

$$$

10. Investigate ways to improve availability of seating
throughout the parks.

High

M

$-$$$

11. Install signage that identifies each park as a public
space. All signage should include park addresses for
emergency vehicles.

Mod

S

$

12. Ensure use of universal design guidelines when
enhancing or developing parks and trails (e.g. Rick Hansen
Foundation: Universal Design Recommendations for
Accessible Playgrounds).

High

O

$-$$$
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Connecting People to Nature
Parks function as a place to preserve and conserve nature as well as
provide stewardship opportunities that further allow people to connect
with them. “Connecting with nature is associated with improved
cognitive, mental, and physical health, enhanced creativity, and
positive social behaviours. Communities also see economic benefits
associated with ecotourism”8.

Actions

Priority

Horizon

Cost

13. Collaborate with residents to create a community
garden in one of the parks.

Low

M

$$

14. Use native species when rehabilitating disturbed,
riparian, or waterfront areas.

High

O

$

15. Explore programs that help promote human and nature
connection (e.g. the Communities in Bloom program).

Mod

L

$

16. Encourage sustainable design and building practices
when developing, maintaining, or enhancing the parks.

High

O

$$$

17. Continue to protect and preserve biodiversity.

High

O

$

18. Create informational signage to educate the public
about the environment in and around each park space.

Mod

M

$
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Supportive Environments
Supportive physical and social environments help people explore their
creativity and adopt a healthy, active lifestyle8. Recommendations that
fall under this goal look to build community connections and a positive
mental connection to the park system.

Actions

Priority

Horizon

Cost

19. Create space and infrastructure that supports
community events (e.g. Gazebo with power).

High

M

$-$$$

20. Work with Mowachaht and Muchalaht First Nations to
celebrate heritage and the connections to nature.

High

O

$-$$

21. Consider the replacement of metal fences with split
cedar or other organic material fencing - if not feasible to
replace, use rust proof paint to update.

Mod

M

$-$$$

22. Create a new bench carving competition during Gold
River Days carving competition (benches can then be
placed in parks).

Low

S

$

23. Create design guidelines for Gold River’s parks and trails
signage.

Mod

M

$

24. Promote pollinator friendly environments by planting
flowers and attractants where feasible.

Mod

S

$
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Recreation Capacity
Capacity building refers to enhancing the ability of the parks system to
support its users. Leaders in parks and recreation include professional
staff and volunteers. Effective parks systems require the involvement of
multiple stakeholders. The capacity focused recommendations look to
support professional staff and other stakeholders.

Actions

Priority

Horizon

Cost

25. Enhance garbage and recycling stations across parks.

Low

S

$

26. Annually review parks department staffing levels to
ensure they are appropriate.

High

S

$-$$$

27. Research the Canadian Parks and Recreation
Association Green Jobs initiative as a potential funding
source.

Low

S

$

28. Reach out to BC Recreation and Parks Association
liaisons for information regarding best practices and
funding opportunities.

Mod

M

$

29. Look into developing joint use agreements with
community stakeholders and organizations.

Low

L

$

30. Consider creating a trails stewardship program that will
match trail segments with community groups, high schools,
or individuals.

Low

M

$

31. Initiate a review of parks from Crime Prevention through
Environmental Design lens, and make associated changes
if needed.

Low

L

$

32. Develop a preventative maintenance plan and
implement a risk analysis plan.

High

S

$
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Cala Park
Cala Park, also known as “the tot lot”, is designed for young children. These
recommendations were created to maintain the park’s current use, while
enhancing its usership. These recommendations focus on actions that create
an aesthetically friendly place that increases the park’s capacity with free
play options for youth and comfort for adults.

Actions

Priority

Horizon

Cost

33. Place more benches for seating areas.

High

M

$

34. Plant native trees that provide natural shade.

High

M

$

35. Plant flowers and shrubs adjacent the park boundary.

Mod

M

$

36. Explore adding more play options (e.g. sandbox).

Low

L

$$$
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Conuma Park
Conuma Park is located in the eastern portion of Gold River. While the park
is large, the playground area is a small section of the land. The playground
area has minimal equipment sparsely spread within a plot of flat ground.
Upon a site visit the project team found little evidence of park use.
Recommendations made to this park focus on repurposing and formalizing
the space for more effective use within the parks system.

Actions

Priority

Horizon

Cost

37. Consider deactivation of the play park and a full-scale
remodeling of the park.

Mod

M

$$

38. Explore the potential of placing an off-leash dog park in
the currently fenced-in playground area.

Mod

M

$

39. Build a fence to separate the adjacent private property
from municipal property.

High

S

$$

40. Look into formalizing a parking area designated for this
park.

Mod

M

$$

41. Explore the option of creating a disc-golf course
through the forested portion of the park.

Low

L

$

42. Create a maintenance-free, free-play nature park for
children.

Low

L

$$

43. Increase signage and way-finding for this park.

High

S

$
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Dogwood Park
Dogwood features a mock helicopter, seesaws, and swings. According to
the community, Dogwood Park is a favorite among younger children.
Feedback during community engagement showed residents like the
helicopter playground structure, but would like to see equipment upgrades
and refurbishments in the park. Dogwood Park has the potential to be an
excellent park that fosters free-play and acts as a landmark and hub for the
surrounding neighbourhoods. The actions recommended for the park will

make it an attractive, comfortable park with unique free-play options.

Actions

Priority

Horizon

Cost

44. Refurbish the helicopter playground structure and add
a new locally-appropriate play feature.

Mod

S

$

45. Add more playground equipment (e.g. jungle gym for
climbing).

Mod

L

$$$

46. Add seating or benches.

Mod

M

$$

47. Upgrade existing fence (paint or replace).

Low

L

$$

48. Incorporate more flowers into landscape.

Low

S

$$

49. Replace the existing bike rack.

Low

S

$

50. Add a community based connection (e.g. a fish fence
created by elementary school children once per year to
be displayed).

High

S

$

49
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Nimpkish Park
Nimpkish Park includes amenities such as a waterpark, playground, field,
picnic table area, treed area, and tennis/basketball courts. Additionally,
Nimpkish Park has a walking path that offers improved mobility throughout
the park. Located centrally in Gold River, this 2.7 ha parcel of land is the
backbone of the parks system. Respondents to the engagement process
indicated that Gold River needs to have a place where they can
congregate with their neighbours and friends. Nimpkish park’s

recommendations look to redistribute sports to more appropriate locations
so this central park can become a community events and leisure hub to
satisfy the community’s desire to gather. Recommended actions include
moving the baseball field to Marling Park and adding infrastructure that
supports activity and social connections. The removal of the baseball field
will help streamline maintenance and provide a space for new attractions
such as a gathering place and community garden.

Actions

Priority

Horizon

Cost

51. Install a covered gathering place (large gazebo or
similar structure) for community events.

High

S

$$$

52. Increase the number of picnic tables.

High

S

$$

53. Create a separate basketball and tennis courts by
establishing a distinct separation between the two current
courts.

High

S

$$

54. Increase weed and invasive species control.

Mod

O

$

55. Add benches along the pathways.

Mod

M

$$

56. Create a map of Gold River’s amenities including parks
and trails connections and display it at Nimpkish Park.

Low

L

$

57. Add jungle gym playground equipment.

Mod

M

$$$

58. Resurface and widen concrete walkways to increase
accessibility.

Low

M

$$$
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59. Create a small skate park or pump track area for youth.

Mod

L

$$$

60. Create a multi-use field and gathering place for yearround use and seasonal festivals.

Mod

L

$$$

61. Remove the baseball diamond.

Mod

L

$$$

62. Enhance Nimpkish Park as a niche gathering space that
draws events and community members from multiple
municipalities.

Low

O

$-$$$

63. Create an enclosed off-leash dog park.

Mod

M

$$
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Peppercorn Park
Peppercorn Park is a natural space with few built amenities or infrastructure.
According to the results of our community engagement the natural
environment is the main attraction of the park. In the summer Peppercorn is
a popular swimming destination and in other seasons it is used for activities
such as walking, sightseeing, and fishing. Recommended actions for
Peppercorn Park include increasing accessibility and usability for all, while
avoiding disturbance to the natural assets the park already boasts.

Actions

Priority

Horizon

Cost

64. Establish bear proof garbage and recycling bins
throughout the park.

Mod

M

$$

65. Support the proposed Peppercorn Park Trail Association
as directed in recommendation #73.

High

O

$

66. Install dog pick up bag dispenser in the parking lot,
adjacent the signage and at main trail heads.

High

S

$

67. When enhancing the parks infrastructure and amenities
ensure the improvements reflect the natural aesthetic of
the park.

Mod

O

$

68. Consider placing benches along the pathway
overlooking river vistas.

Mod

L

$$

69. Maintain and improve wooden stairs along pathway as
needed.

Mod

L

$$
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Marling Field
Located south central within Gold River, Marling Field features baseball,
football, and soccer fields available to the public. Many of Gold River’s
recreation sports leagues utilize this space. An overall goal for Gold River is
to host sports tournaments that attract visitors from other municipalities. It is
recommended this park be the main location for these tournaments . The
two fields at Marling Field are Marner and Marling field which causes some
confusion about the park and field names. The recommendations

associated with Marling Field aim to eradicate this confusion, while
developing the park into a primary sports hub and a physical literacy asset
for Gold River.

Actions

Priority

Horizon

Cost

70. Install playground infrastructure at the park for children
(0-5 and 6-12 age groups).

Low

M

$$

71. Explore options to provide permits for mobile
concession vendors or food trucks/vans as needed.

Mod

S

$

72. Repaint fences with rust-proof paint.

High

M

$

73. Install an outdoor work out facility adjacent the track.

Low

L

$$

74. Change park name from Marling Field to avoid
confusion with Marling and Marner fields which are both
located on the parcel of land (host a park re-naming
contest).

High

S

$

75. Retrofit the football field into a multi-purpose field that
could accommodate a baseball diamond when needed.

Mod

M

$$
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Trails
The Village of Gold River has relatively few trails that they own and maintain.
While the surrounding trail network is strong, the Village could further support
the interior trail networks, which in some occasions connect and/or intersect
with exterior park lands and trails.

Actions

Priority

Horizon

Cost

76. Support and promote the formation of a Peppercorn
Park Trail Association through advertising and organizing
the initial meeting.

Mod

O

$

77. Create a small grant program to support community
associations passion projects related to trail network
improvements.

Mod

M

$

78. Implement signage at all trail heads not managed by
the Village stating “Private Property” or similar.

High

S

$

79. Consider increasing trail signage to improve wayfinding (these could include distance markers).

Low

L

$

80. Install interpretive signage where appropriate to
celebrate unique features or ecosystems.

Mod

M

$
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Implementation
The Gold River Parks and Trails Plan suggests 80 recommendations to consider
over the next 10 years. It is possible that not all of the 80 recommendations will
be achievable over the 10-year horizon, and it is also possible that priorities may
change. As such, the Plan should be re-visited as part of the annual budget
process to determine what has been accomplished, and if the community’s
vision for the parks system is still being represented through this document.
Each action was given a value of low, moderate, or high priority, based on
indicators of importance. Indicators that led to these priority ratings consist of
community input, a benefits and constraints analysis, and identification of
current trends.
The priority values are designed to offer insight into which recommendations
are most supported and/or achievable. Table 2 shows ongoing and short term
recommendations skew towards high priority, while long term
recommendations skew towards low priority. This does not mean long term
actions are less important, but they are subject to more variability and
potentially higher costs.

Ongoing

Short

Medium

Long

Total

Low

1

8

6

10

25

Moderate

4

3

18

9

32

High

5

12

4

0

21

Total

10

23

28

19

80

Table 2. Recommendation Distribution
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Given that the plan is meant to cover a 10-year horizon, the Village of Gold
River should add the recommendations to current five year capital and
operational planning cycles. Considering the small tax base of Gold River, it is
recommended that the Village seek out external grants and funding sources
along with encouraging community involvement in the ongoing maintenance
and improvements of the Village’s parks and trails.
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PLAN REVIEW MONITORING

PLAN REVIEW MONITORING
For Gold River’s Parks and Trails Plan to remain relevant, it will be important for the
municipality to use the plan to guide decisions, track progress, and monitor its
success. Reviewing the plan should occur using two separate methods that
combine for a holistic monitoring process that engages the community and village
staff. The first method of review to be performed should be an annual review to be
conducted once a year and the second is 5 year review to be conducted at the

midpoint and end of the plan.

Annual Review
At the start of each fiscal year, it is advised that Council reviews the budget
allocated to update the parks system by carrying out recommendations in the
Action Plan. Ideally, several recommendations at varying costs will be chosen
and moved forward. This yearly review will allow Council to determine which
recommendations are priority for the Village and allow for communication to

the community on the priorities chosen. This communication from Council to the
community on an annual basis will assist in keeping the plan relevant. This
process can also be used to identify community champions capable of
assisting with implementing recommendations.

5 Year Review
To ensure that the desired direction for Gold River’s parks and trails are being
met, Gold River Council should ensure that the Gold River Parks and Trails Plan is

reviewed by municipal staff and the community every 5 years. During the 5year review, the Council should celebrate the achievements from the past 5
years, but the plan should also be re-visited for current relevance that could
change from a result in Council or community vision, or demographic trends.
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